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Introduction
Every company has an employer brand – the image of the organisation in the hearts
and minds of current and potential employees. But what’s the best way to influence it?
Let’s face it: it’s through your people. No campaigns you run or platforms you invest in
will have as much positive (or negative) impact on the reputation of your organisation
as your own people. 

Employees have a widespread network of friends, connections and followers on social
media who can be reached and influenced with the click of a button. By sharing quality
content to their networks, employees can increase your company’s reach and credibility
by generating meaningful conversations about your business. And by doing so, they’re
also building their personal brand. It’s a win-win.

User generated content (UGC) – content created by people (typically customers of the
product), rather than the brand itself – has quickly made its way into organisations'
consumer marketing plans.

The integration of employee advocacy into employer marketing strategies is also
becoming common practice, and employee generated content (EGC) is typically a core
part of those strategies. EGC is a spin-off from UGC and is any content that is created
by employees in the form of videos, photos, blogs and social media posts. By leveraging
your people’s internal skillset, industry and company knowledge, you can create an
authentic and diverse flow of shareable content. 

Companies succeeding in this space are producing technical and thought leadership
content to covertly influence their critical talent segments. By having their thought
leaders talking about emerging and relevant topics in the same language as their
communities, they’re achieving greater cut-through and helping to prove the credentials
of their organisation.

Whilst there are many benefits of EGC, naturally there are challenges too. Anyone who’s
attempted to create content knows it can be expensive and time-consuming. What’s
more, creating a team of devoted and passionate employer brand ambassadors can
seem daunting in a large organisation that’s geographically dispersed, with varying
levels of engagement.

This guide has been created to help you achieve ultimate success when creating

technical and thought leadership content to build your employer brand. We cover:

The benefits of using EGC and the role it plays in your attraction strategy

The people, organisational and team challenges most commonly faced when using

employees as content writers

Tactics for overcoming challenges and setting up for success

An ideal operating model for effective content development

While the idea of employee advocacy is not a new one, today it’s much more

achievable to create and leverage employee advocacy at scale by augmenting your

EGC. Smart tools and scalable services, like The Martec’s, provide an AI and data-led

solution that automates and simplifies the process. 


Now you can do more with less and create authentic, customised and localised content

for all your marketing and recruitment needs. All you need to do is create the right

strategies, give your people the right guidance and equip them with the right tools to

create and amplify their message to your target talent audiences.
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Benefits of using
employee generated
content to build your
employer brand
The reality is people trust people much more than they trust organisations. A referral is
worth more and weighted heavier in all decision-making processes. In today’s
trust-based economy, people are more likely to choose a product or service if there’s a
recommendation for it, because they have proof it’s worth their investment.

Including employees in your content marketing efforts applies the same principle in an
employer branding context.

On top of putting a human face to your corporate brand and adding authenticity and
credibility to your company messages, you’ll have employees sharing what they love in
their own authentic voices, and amplifying these messages to their networks. 

EGC is a powerful storytelling medium that can influence talent at all stages of the
consideration journey – from awareness to consideration to actively job-seeking.
Through EGC, we can deliver the type of information prospects are seeking – aligned
with their interests, role, industry and place in the job consideration cycle – and pull
potential talent to our careers website. It allows us to tell potential talent what we are
about, so it pre-qualifies too.

Why leverage your people as brand
ambassadors (and some compelling
data to back it up)
Trust

People trust other people more than they trust organisations. According to Nielsen,
“92% of consumers trust recommendations from others, over branded content.”
The best way to build trust in this landscape is by letting your own employees speak
for themselves – to use their own voices to create a positive impression as thought
leaders.

Authenticity and credibility

The Edelman Trust Barometer, a popular trust and credibility survey found that “a
regular company employee had more credibility than company executives.” So, this
is exactly who we want connecting with potential employees.
Employees are a medium through which to communicate a more authentic and
credible story – it creates a level of authenticity that simply can't be achieved
through other hard sell or paid marketing tactics.

Greater reach

Employees have the potential to reach more people than their employer corporate
social media pages combined. According to LinkedIn, employee networks are 10 x
the size of your company followers.
To understand your potential reach, multiply the number of employees you have by
1,180 – this is based on the size of an average person’s network (400 LinkedIn
connections, 420 Facebook friends and 360 Twitter followers.) In an organisation of
5,000 people, that means the employees’ networks have a collective organic reach
of over 5,900,000!

Greater breadth of channels

Employee advocacy extends beyond the platforms companies are using, as
employees are also active on networks that companies don’t have a corporate
presence on – less mainstream industry forums and platforms that our niche talent
segments may be using daily too.

Greater levels of content engagement

There are many stats to support the case that EGC and posts have far greater
engagement than company posts, and many organisations testify that content
written by their employees outperforms content written by leaders or the company
itself.
A Cisco social report noted that employees’ social posts generate eight times
more engagement than posts from their employers.
Also according to LinkedIn employee shares tend to have twice the CTR of
corporate shares, even when it’s the same content!

Engage with new communities

Top talent may not be considering your organisation as a place to work, so you can
assume they’re not following you on social media or visiting your careers website.
Your great employees, on the other hand, are followed by or connected with this
talent, so they can help you achieve cut-through in these new communities.

I ncrease em p loyee engagement and retention

There are strong benefits for your current employees too. When they’re advocating
for your organisation, you’re fostering positivity amongst them, leading to a more
engaged workforce with lower attrition.
Altimeter & LinkedIn Relationship Economics report states that employees of
socially engaged companies are more likely to stay at their company, feel optimistic
about their company’s future and believe their company is more competitive.

Building a
business 
case for EGC
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Building a business 
case for EGC
Now that we’ve covered the benefits, let’s get into the hard stats. Marketing your
business using EGC will provide significant value which can be measured in a number
of ways:
Boosted social media engagement and reach – social media feeds on content
marketing
Increased referral traffic to your website – frequent posts on social media
promoting articles on your site will drive an increased stream of web traffic of
people who would not normally visit. Over time when your collection of content
grows larger, you will notice increases in online traffic and engagement
Increased views of job ads from passive job seekers
Decreased marketing costs – lower cost all around (cost of content, cost per lead,
etc.), better targeting, more leads to nurture, better tracking and data from
campaigns, etc.
Free marketing and exposure – employee content on social media can go viral as
it’s very shareable media
Improved SEO – publishing new pages to your website gives you better search
engine rankings
Increased circulation and/or reach – ‘circulation’ is as wide as the internet and not
limited to the circulation of traditional media so your advertising dollar goes further

And when it comes to impacting your employer brand objectives, it will:
Increase awareness and attractiveness of your organisation as an employer
Increase consideration of passive audiences
Increase the number of relevant job applications
Increase the quality of candidates
educe the cost and time to fill roles
Increase employee engagement and retention
R

Using
technical
and
thought
leadership
content
to
connect
with
key
talent segments
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Using technical and
thought leadership
content to connect with
key talent segments
At a time when the candidate (and customer) has higher expectations than ever for
relevance and personalisation of content, employer marketing teams need to step up
their game when it comes to brand content adaptation to address differences across
the geographies, cultures and talent audiences. 

EGC can be used as an influencing tool at all stages of the marketing journey, but be
very mindful that your objectives, and those of your talent segments, will be different at
each stage. You need to optimise your content for maximum impact at each stage. That
means creating content that targets and answers the questions candidates have along
their journey.

If you need to create awareness of your brand in new markets, or challenge
perceptions of who you are or who you hire, then publishing technical and thought
leadership content is a great way of really influencing your critical talent segments. 

Prior to initiating discussions about careers at your organisation, you need to go
undercover and avoid overt messaging about employment. 

By having your thought leaders talk about topics that are trending and interesting to
their audiences, you are proving your organisation’s credibility in that space.

If your organisation isn’t known as a leader in certain fields, then talent won’t be
interested in what you have to say. However, if your top talent is seen as experts in their
field, chances are that their large network will be very interested in reading what they
have to say.

Keep in mind this content shouldn’t be an obvious plug for your organisation. Instead, it
should be a less conspicuous way of providing insight into the exciting work or thinking
that’s happening within your organisation. This approach allows you to build an initial
relationship based on shared interests and values. 

By offering insight into how your organisation is solving industry problems, you are
demonstrating your company’s knowledge of and expertise and success in this industry.
You’ll be proving your company’s purpose in a more authentic manner and it’ll earn you
the right to have a voice on these topics in future.

In saying all of this, despite the access we have to insights and data and the increased

range of channels available to us, getting content exactly right is often beyond the

capacity of in-house marketing teams. In light of this, marketing leaders and agencies

are finding it increasingly difficult to keep pace with growing demands to localise

employment brand marketing content across the audiences they serve.

Did you know that The Martec’s AI

questioning engine matches researched

trending topics with your employee

subject matter experts and generates

well-constructed technical questions to

extract richer responses? This, combined

with our audience research and insights,

gives you the know-how to create

technical content that better resonates

with talent.

Common
challenges of
using your people
as content writers
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Common challenges of
using your people as
content writers
Organisations will face a number of different challenges along their EGC journey. From
our years of experience working with organisations in this space, we’ve heard them all,
and typically they fall into one of three categories
challenges that your employees will face when being asked to write content
challenges that you and your team will face in getting EGC up and running. These
are typically organisational challenges, which will vary significantly depending on
the size and type of organisation you’re in
operational challenges that you and your team will face when executing
We’ve listed the most common ones, so you don’t have to spend as much time
uncovering why your program or content may not be working as effectively as you’d
hoped.

Employee
1
2
3
4
5

6

Employees are generally keen to be involved, but are time poor – real work gets
prioritised over writing content (most common)
People can lack confidence – regular employees don’t really see themselves as
thought leaders and question whether their perspectives are credible enough
People lack topic inspiration and are unsure what to write about – they need help
with topics of interest that their audiences will want to hear about
Not everyone is a natural-born writer so it isn’t something they enjoy doing – a blank
piece of paper can be very intimidating to many
Lack of awareness – people are unaware of the opportunities and ways to get
involved within organisations, and assume they can’t talk or write about their
company
People can lack motivation – they don’t see enough benefit from being involved, so
don’t bother participating

Organisational
1

Fear and lack of control – for larger, risk-averse companies it can be extremely
challenging to get approval to publish EGC and many roadblocks are put in place

2

There’s complexity and time involved in gaining appropriate approvals to publish
(particularly in those risk-averse companies!)

3

A common preference is for content published on corporate channels to be written
in the voice of the organisation and created by official, trained spokespeople

4

Differences in tone of voice (TOV) – an organisation may have a very specific tone
of voice that is different to an employee’s authentic voice (common in very
corporate organisations)

5

Balancing authenticity vs polish – in an effort to keep content ‘professional’,
communications teams often edit out the employee’s personality and style of
writing

Operational
1

Creating thought leadership and highly technical content – lack of SME technical
knowledge and insight into what’s trending and interesting to each talent segment
means in-house teams struggle to create high-quality technical content that proves
their credentials with critical audiences

2

Increasing headcount pressures – being able to justify the resources required to
create digital content in-house as a necessary role

3

Demand for short turnaround times – challenging to keep up with the content
demands from recruitment teams to support hiring campaigns

4

Lack of processes and tools to execute at scale – whilst it’s manageable on a small
scale, challenges occur when scaling up a program to deliver for different talent
segments, countries, etc.

5

Connecting with local audiences – lack of in-house skills to create/edit content in
different languages, and lack of understanding of cultural nuances

6

Time constraints –

roducing good content is very time-consuming.

P

aving a lean

H

team doing it in-house means they’re spending too much time on tactical work, not
allowing them to focus on strategic priorities
7

reference for local teams to manage their content production – this can result in a

P

lack of consistency, quality, message alignment and brand uniformity

How to overcome
common
challenges
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How to overcome
common challenges
Employee
1

Develop processes to reduce the time and effort required for employees to
participate
a Become a reporter and interview people to get the info you need to write
an article
b Create a Q&A document where employees can add short answers rather
than creating a finished blog, which takes a lot of skill
c Use these responses to create the bulk of the article, which you can write
the top and tail to – leave the editing up to editors, not your employees

2

Provide employees with inspiration and suggestions on what to write about
a Provide employees article topic and format suggestions, rather than
requiring them to ideate topics
b Create a toolkit for new bloggers with templates for articles – ‘day in the
life’, ‘5 minutes with’, ‘case study on’, ‘idea 1 vs idea 2’, etc.
c Conduct audience research to give your people insights into what’s
interesting and trending in their community. Not only will they feel more
confident with their topic selection, but your content’s relevancy and
performance will be better as well

3

Give your people reason to participate
a Present a compelling case on what’s in it for them – understand their
drivers, uncover the benefits and articulate and sell the value of what
they’ll get by doing this, instead of focusing on how the company is
benefitting
b
how them the data – people get e cited and encouraged when they see
how well their content performs. hen you’ve shown an employee that a
post they contributed to reached 2 people and had hundreds of
comments, they’ll get over their fear and do it again and again
c
ffer incentives – while some are willing advocates, others need e tra
incentive to promote your brand. ncentivise the behaviours you want to
drive e.g. reward per blog, blog of the month with the highest
reach engagement, etc.
S
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Promote and celebrate your advocacy programs
a
evelop a program with an internal marketing and communications
strategy to ensure all employees are aware of the opportunities to get
involved
b
aunch with a lot of energy upfront to drive adoption
c Be aware that participation drops off as soon as you take the foot off the
pedal. Actively manage the program and contributors, and continue to
promote and recruit new ones so you don’t lose momentum
D

L

d

5

5

Create a community of writers who can share their experiences and
learnings
Find ways of creating a culture of brand advocacy where employees
naturally act as influencers, generating, sharing and engaging with peer
content. This is a big ask, but think about how these behaviours can be
embedded into the employee experience to create new cultural norms

Outsource content writing
a Make it simpler for employees to participate – reduce the burden and
time it takes employees by investing in ghostwriting services. This will
allow you to generate pieces that are written by your people, but are
polished and professional every time

Organisational
1

Partner with your communications and marketing departments from the start
a

Be empathetic about why they’re concerned about handing over all
control to employees. Too many of these programs are blocked by comms
or marketing teams just before launch. Understandably, they are doing
their jobs – managing the corporate risk and reputation, messaging and
brand reputation

b

Engage with these teams as a first step in your strategy design. Make
your objectives clear, understand theirs and together find alignment and
mutual understanding

c

Sell the mutual benefits – the benefits of EGC are not exclusive to
employer branding. If done well, EGC shapes perceptions and builds
brands amongst customer, shareholder and employee audiences. Many
organisations have reported that EGC published on their comms channels
are over two times more effective than content published by leaders –
people want to hear from others like themselves

d

Uncover upfront the key risks and concerns, then together build processes
that eliminate risk. This could include gaining content approvals from a
business rep, comms lead, legal, etc.

2

Design workflows for managing the process
a

Together design the process for topic ideation, content generation,
approvals and publishing. If it’s clearly defined, everyone is in agreement
and there are tools and processes in place, so less time is spent trying to
drive ownership of the work and chasing up people through the process

3

Discuss and agree on tone of voice (TOV) for EGC – this is important for both
comms and marketing teams
a

Marketing is responsible for setting and managing your brand’s TOV.
Comms teams are responsible for the creation and publication of all
communications that come out on the organisation’s behalf. Both great
reasons for why they’d be concerned about employees’ varied writing
styles, tone and personality

b

Work through the current brand guidelines, debate the point of difference
that EGC content needs to have, identify the level of authenticity (vs
polish) that they’re comfortable with, and together create a set of
guidelines that everyone can work to

4

Develop your content and distribution strategy to set all stakeholder

x

e pectations
a

Conduct audience research to better understand who you’re writing for
and what’s interesting to them

b

P

Identify how you’ll bring your employee value proposition (EV ) to life
through content. What role will it play in communicating your key

? Identify the key pillars that all content should focus on and

messages

ladder up to

c

d

5

Build your content plan – for what stage of the consideration journey are
you using content? What are the types of content you’ll be creating? What
channels are you publishing on and what are the content variations you
need? What is the publishing frequency and what are your content volume
requirements? What are the key topics you’ll be focusing on?
Build your distribution plan. Creating content is one half of the problem.
Having it reach your target audience and be read is the other half. Identify
which channels you’ll be using and who’ll be responsible for publishing and
promoting (there’s a good chance marketing and comms teams will be
involved in this process)
Identify how your content and distribution plans align to marketing and
comms plans. There will likely be crossover and opportunities to work
together on initiatives. You may even find they become key content
contributors for your activity

Operational
1

Build out the ideal operating model for creating and distributing EGC for all your
talent segment and regional needs
a

Executing ad-hoc on a small scale is manageable, but consider what you
need to do this effectively at scale. You will need resources, processes
and tools, so factor this in at the design phase

b

It’s complex to find the right balance between global and local teams, and
it will be different for every organisation. Try working to an 80/20 rule,
which would allow local teams the freedom to create customised content
and execute locally, and the central team leading areas of commonality

c

Create the foundations for all teams to leverage and be guided by – set
the strategy, build guidelines, create the processes, identify and
implement the required tools and technology, build the personas
(together) and do the big rock content creation for local audiences

d

To better connect with local audiences, take the time to gain a better
understanding of each market’s cultural nuances, and find methods of
creating content in different languages

2

Segment and prioritise your audiences
a

Creating generic content is ineffective. To better connect and resonate
with your audience, you need the right content, in the right place, at the
right time

b

Content creation is time-consuming. Rather than spreading yourself too
thin, identify the critical talent segments that are most required in your
future workforce strategy. Focus on these audiences first, and do it really
well

c

Research your key audiences, create audience personas, understand the
objections and desires of each audience, and ultimately create a content
strategy for each

d

Ensure employees from your critical talent segments are the most
engaged in your ambassador/advocacy programs. Make sure they’re the
primary seat-holders of your advocacy tool and that they’re pushing the
content out into their communities. Drive extra communications and run
engagement initiatives into these employee groups to increase
participation

3

Identify an approach to creating thought leadership and highly technical content
a

To build a brand and really influence critical talent segments, you need to
talk their language and prove your credentials. Technical content will likely
be the most effective way of doing this.

Using this EGC at the start of the

consideration journey will build awareness, challenge perceptions and
give talent a real insight into the amazing work they could be doing in your
organisation
b

You have the subject matter experts in your business, so find a way of
extracting those insights and turning them into highly technical and
credible articles. It’s likely to be outside the ability of your team, so look for
technical writers from each domain to support the writing and editing
process

4

Automate and simplify the process to create great content, efficiently and
effectively, for all your marketing and recruitment campaign needs
a EGC is one of the most effective ways to influence your employer brand,
but one of the more challenging forms of marketing to execute. Chasing
up responses is a very time-consuming and low-value task for your team,
so find ways to help your ambassadors through the process – remove
barriers and challenges to increase response rate and speed
B Reduce time and effort by creating a central response or content library
to make repurposing content much easier. With multiple team members
globally, capturing employee sentiments in an easily accessible library
allows you to use, reuse and repurpose every input
C Outsource time-consuming, low-value work and free up your team to
focus on strategic priorities

Operating model
for effective
content
development
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Operating model for
effective content
development
We’ve developed this operating model for the creation of EGC for our clients. Whilst it’s
something we use inhouse, it’s a useful approach that you could replicate too.
To create impactful and effective content, make sure you find and incorporate a
number of internal and external insights to inform everything from strategy to
headline creation
Design ways to streamline and manage your content pipeline
Be clear on the channels you’ll use to distribute and amplify your content in order to
generate results – this is as important as the content generation itself
Identify where your content can be used, the requirements of those channels, your
call to action for each piece and how you’ll maximise the ROI
And importantly, identify how (tools and process) you’ll track the journey and the
impact that content is having on your key performance metrics
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Augment your EGC with
The Martec
At The Martec, we’ve developed a scalable and smarter way of developing EGC
effectively in all regions and talent markets. Our tools and services help organisations
cost-effectively unlock employee advocacy and create content that drives real
business impact.

Quickly build your pipeline of content by outsourcing your advocate management,
content production and social distribution. Our global panel of writers and editors have
industry domain expertise, and thanks to our unique insights tools and data-led
approach, we have the leverage to create impactful technical and thought leadership
content with your own people.

Wherever you are on your content marketing journey, we can help you to build or shift
the perception of your employer brand in key segments. We allow you to do more with
less and produce authentic, customised and localised content for all your marketing
and talent acquisition needs.


Audience 
Research

Advocate 
management

Trending content topics,
matched to advocates

Dedicated community
management to support
in content creation

advocate
amplification

scalability

Social sharing templates
and Community Manager
to support amplification

Support advocates
anywhere in the world in
creating and amplyfing
content

questioning
engine
No more asking
employees to become
content writers

Interested in learning more?
We’d love to learn more about your challenges and explore how our services could
support your needs and supercharge your efforts.

Contact us today to arrange a demo of the platform and see the different styles of
thought leadership and technical content we’re delivering for our global clients.

www.themartec.com

